POLICY BRIEF I INECIS PROJECT
KAMPONGS' CREATIVE INDUSTRIES'
DEVELOPMENT - WHERE OPPORTUNITY LIES
Executive Summary
Indonesia’s Creative Economy and its creative industrieshave contributed, since
2015, on average IDR 1,019 trillion yearly to the country’s GDP (BEKRAF 2019).
These industries often have some degree of informality, which impact their
activities and development. Several creative industries-related policies and
programs have been designed and implemented by government agencies in
Bandung to respond and accommodate to their growth needs. However,
institutional and policy misalignments have been a core hurdle to these city
policies failing to explore existing opportunities (flexible and highly adaptable
business and production models) created by the informality of these creative
industries. To address this, governance instruments and tools such as multiactor discussion roundtables and toolkits to assess informality in creative
industries to inform policy-making are to be developed.
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where informality might be at play,

Scope of the Problem
The Creative Economy constitutes
one of Indonesia’s main economic
pillars.Its revenues contributed with
IDR 1,105 trillion to the country’s 2018
GDP and were estimated at IDR 1,211
trillion for 2019 (BEKRAF, 2019). The
West Java province was the creative
centre of the country with the
highest contribution (31.6%) to the
total of the country’s exports in 2016
with products derived from the
Creative Economy (BEKRAF 2017, pp
18).

making the agencies’ programs
and

strategies

Specifically,

less

these

effective
sectoral,

uncoordinated approaches limit
the potential development (e.g.
growth, outreach, innovation) of
these

businesses

and

their

contributions at different levels
(city, regional, national), resulting
in a cascade of consequences at
economic,

social,

and

cultural

levels. Some examples of these, can
be

seen

in

Kampong

Batik

Cigadung and Binongjati.

Bandung city is the biggest creative
centre in West Java with a large
among of creative industries (CIs),
many

of

whichexhibit

forms

of

informality:

different
in

work

relations, in their location, in their
legal status, and their licencing
status.(see

Fig.

1).

The

The lack of institutional and policy
alignments

and

the

strategies

sensitive

different
to

formalisation status of the CIs is a
significant

barrier

for

policies'

success.

current

government agencies and policies
in Bandung (see Annex 1- List of
existing
support

and

policies

CIs,

analysed)

and

the

geographicalareas where they are
strongly located, disregarding or not
attending

to

their

formalisation

status.
However, the lack of alignment
between

different

strategies,

policies and agencies influencing, or
targeting,

CIs

negatively impacts CIs

development

the

Figure 1. Dimensions of informality
in Creative Industries in Bandung.
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On the one hand, current CIs-related

to benefit from their support (ibid).

policies prioritised the development

Changes are to be done in the

of

coordination

specific

kampongs,

without

considering informal aspects of the

strategies

CIs,

agencies

through

supporting

and

cooperation

among

government

towards

the

design,

infrastructure, easing the access to

implementation, and evaluation of

location

expanding

CIs-related policies for the Bandung

collaboration among actors in the

and its kampongs. Informality does

kampong through the creation and

not need to be addressed, but its

strengthening

networks

presence and influence must be

(Aritenang et al., 2021). On the other

recognised and considered when

hand,

strategies

permit,

and

of

informal

characteristics

of

are

formulated

and

these CIs such as the lack of trained

implemented .In addition, diverse

human capital in some informal

mechanisms need to be designed

businesses,

legal

and put in place across the different

protection of the businesses and/or

institutions to avoid the risk of

their employees, the status of the

future conflicts for these CIs to have

legality of the business (its activities,

access to the benefits and programs

location), among others, become a

without further struggle.

the

limited

challenge to meet the requirements
by

existing

policies

for

the

businesses
a higher impact of the plans and

Policy Alternatives
Bandung city provides examples of
how policy approaches that support

actions being taken in the city to
promote CIs development.

economy

Also, it can contribute to this the

without pushing for formalisation are

increased awareness of the different

possible (ibid) (e.g. Batik Cigadung,

types of informality that might be

Suci Centre). However, these policy

present in the targeted industries

approaches

by

and their respective geographical

inter-

areas. As a result, Bandung city can

cross-sectoral

also be a best-practice case for other

collaborations and their strategies

cities in the Global South looking for

(ibid).Collaboration and cooperation

ways to promote their CIs. Thus, we

between policies, public and civil

suggest

society actors and strategies can

alternatives:

the

informal

misalignments
institutional

facilitate

creative

are

affected
in

and

the

the

following

policy
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To build inter-institutional negotiation

government

spaces.

governmental and civic actors

These alternative approaches offer the
possibility to create synergies across

agencies

and

nonwith the

stake in resources and knowledge that can
help promote (informal) CIs development.

actors and policies strategies that

gained in this process will avoid that the

address better the realities of the CIs in

policy formulation phase is hindered by the

the kampongs in Bandung.

policy-makers assumptions over the CIs and

Mainly, these spaces could explore
further and ideate forms to handle the

the

neighbourhood

targeted

while

maximising the opportunities in these areas.

current ‘dilemma of formalisation’ face

To create instruments to support the

by the informal CIs. Such difficulty

policies’ formulation stage.

relates to the common situation where
if

these

CIs

are

formalised,

their

revenue is not sufficient to cope with
the payment of the administrative
costs (e.g. taxes associated with their
economic activity, intellectual property
registration costs), which that process
would imply.

Such instruments would allow creating
sufficient information on the types and
characteristics of informalities in the CIs and
their area targeted. The awarenessgained in
this process will avoid that the policy
formulation phase is hindered by the policymakers assumptions over the CIs and the
neighbourhood targeted while maximising
the opportunities in these areas.

To explore cross-sectoral strategies and
instruments.
The
would

development
ease

of

the

approaches
cooperation

andcollaboration across

account for CIs (in)formality without

Policy Recommendations
Considering the described issues and policy
alternativestowards

the

development

of

necessarily having formalisation as
the only solution.

policies to support (informal) CIs in Bandung,

The proposed actions aim to do so by

two main actions are proposed.The proposals

creating spaces and instruments to enable

the

the design and assessment of policies and

(inter and intra-) institutional as well as

strategies through a more participatory,

the policies misalignments in the

effective, and forward-looking instruments

design of CIs-related policies that

guided by public and civil society actors.

stated below aim to help addressing

The suggestions are as follows:
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Creative Industries Dialogue Roundtable

As part of top-down approaches, the creation

Creating a cross-sectoral and inter-institutional

of dynamic quantitative tools (e.g. in the form

roundtable to discuss bimonthly would more

of a pre-configured Excel sheet) with a small

effectively align the agencies modus operandi. in

set of proxy informality indicators can be

this space, representatives of the CIs local

filled in with existing statistical data available

ecosystem can actively build joint policies and

at the kelurahan level (on the kelurahan

programmes and share knowledge on the

profile documents). The development of

experiences drawn from their implementation.

these instruments will support a better

This will also actively open direct channels with

match of the policies and actions and

the CIs communities and create awareness on

increase their effectiveness.

potential synergies to shape more effective
place-based

policies

oriented

to

CIs
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